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The possibility of manufacturing renaissance in local
productive systems characterized by populations of specialized
SMEs
 exposed to the contemporary winds of technological
change, viz. Industry 4.0
 within more general market, social, environmental changes
In particular:
- discuss five related socio-technical challenges
- referring also to some case studies (under the Makers
project)
- and trying to extract some policy implication and address
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WIND OF CHANGES 1
Manufacturing between the third and fourth
industrial revolution:
Still a role in for manufacturing in advanced
countries?
manufacturing

services

2008 crisis
In Europe
• 80% exports
• 80% R&D spend
• 1 in 4 private sector jobs in industry.
- many highly skilled
• Every manufacturing job  2 other
jobs (auto: 8)
• Drives productivity gains
• Europe: resilience and trade surplus

[L. De Propris]

In US
10% employment but
86% of exports (2010)
2/3 of private R&D spending
$1 spent on Manuf $1.48 on Rest of
Economy
MAKERS - Smart Manufacturing for EU growth
and prosperity is a project funded by the
Horizon 2020-MSCA- RISE - Grant agreement
number 691192.
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Policies for Industrial Renaissance in EU ….
Communication of the EU Commission : For a European
Industrial Renaissance (COM 14/2 – 2014, pg. 1)
The economic importance of industrial activities is much greater
than suggested by the share of manufacturing in GDP. Industry
accounts for over 80% of Europe’s exports and 80% of private
research and innovation.
Nearly one in four private sector jobs is in industry, often highly
skilled, while each additional job in manufacturing creates 0.5-2
jobs in other sectors.
The Commission considers that a strong industrial base will be of
key importance for Europe’s economic recovery and
competitiveness
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WIND OF CHANGES 2.1

“4th Industrial
revolution”

Biotech, nanotech, neurotech,
green & renewables, 3D,
drones, AI- IoT – roboticsautomation, cyber-physical
systems, smart ordering,
scheduling, control and delivery
systems, ‘big data’.
The massive introduction of disruptive technologies of the last decades
changing the nature of traditional manufacturing goods
[L. De Propris]

MAKERS - Smart Manufacturing for EU growth
and prosperity is a project funded by the
Horizon 2020-MSCA- RISE - Grant agreement
number 691192.

WIND OF CHANGES 2.2
The value of physical components is increasingly related to Smart and
Connectivity components that amplify functions well beyond the physical
borders of the product
This type of Lenovo “Smart shoes” will be manufactured
by an Italian company and will literally run on an Intel
wearable chip. They act as a typical fitness tracker stuff
and will have customizable 3D templates printed with
LED lights at the bottom and with a built -in battery.

FA.PRE PROJECT
Smart carpets placed on
the floor allow a precise
monitoring of the position
of the person in the room.

Plug & Wear

[E. Santini]

FACTOTHUMS
A jacket that incorporates
accelerometers, able to transmit the
position of the worker.
MAKERS - Smart Manufacturing for EU growth
and prosperity is a project funded by the
Horizon 2020-MSCA- RISE - Grant agreement
number 691192.

From Santini and
Jeannerat, 2017
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WIND OF CHANGES 2.3

New generation of manufacturing goods
Smart’ components, such as sensor, data storage and so on,
amplify functions and value of the physical components
‘Connectivity’ components, such as antennae or digital
platforms, “amplify the capabilities and value of the smart
components and enable some of them to exist outside the
physical product itself” (Porter & Heppelmann, 2014)
SERVICES + AUTOMATION → SERVITIZATION

MAKERS - Smart Manufacturing for EU growth
and prosperity is a project funded by the
Horizon 2020-MSCA- RISE - Grant agreement
number 691192.
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WIND OF CHANGES 2.4

At core of FIR: Industry
4.0 → EU definition:

Efficiency driven arguments
•
•
•
•
•

Smart and webbed factories
Large firms or multi-national firms
Mass customisation
New combination capital & labour
lower inventory upstream, in process and downstream

[L. De Propris]

MAKERS - Smart Manufacturing for EU growth
and prosperity is a project funded by the
Horizon 2020-MSCA- RISE - Grant agreement
number 691192.

Enable disrupting change at regional level

EU
National
level

National level

Regional
level
Regional
level
Regional
level

[L. De Propris]

Regional
level

Regional
level

Regional
level

Innovation matrix

National scale
Vision -target
Institutional framework
Key actors

Technology
Key new(enabling)
technologies

Regional dynamics
Triple /quadruple helix
industrial districts, clusters,
Regional innovation system

[L. De Propris]

Sector
and supply chain

INTRODUCTION TO CHALLENGES 1

Is Industry 4.0 good for growth &
prosperity
Is I4.0 good per se, just because cuts across current
frontiers of innovation and high-tech ?
I WOULD MAINTAIN THAT IT IS GOOD IF:

helps bring sustainable growth and prosperity within
territories, their populations of firms, workers, families, and
between territories
This meets a well-know and more general question →

MAKERS - Smart Manufacturing for EU growth
and prosperity is a project funded by the
Horizon 2020-MSCA- RISE - Grant agreement
number 691192.
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INTRODUCTION TO CHALLENGES 2

Alternatives under Industry 4.0
Do exploration and exploitation of I4.0 potentialities need
polarization of knowledge, decision-power, capital, industries, and
places? This would be implied by the efficiency driven arguments
⎯ in that case what about widespread growth & prosperity ⎯
or
Is a variety of solutions possible ?
⎯ some consistent with virtuous circles between parts of I4.0
potentialities and a wide mobilization of human capabilities:
joining technologies, new and traditional industries, large
populations of skilled workers meeting a large demand of good
jobs, a fair distribution of income opportunities, room for creativity
bottom-up in production processes, products, and society?
MAKERS - Smart Manufacturing for EU growth
and prosperity is a project funded by the
Horizon 2020-MSCA- RISE - Grant agreement
number 691192.
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INTRODUCTION TO CHALLENGES 3
The understanding of the
alternative demands an
expanded definition of
Industry 4.0 potentialities

INCLUSIVE GROWTH

MAKERS - Smart Manufacturing for EU growth
and prosperity is a project funded by the
Horizon 2020-MSCA- RISE - Grant agreement
number 691192.

“The ever changing
NEW MARKETS
multiplicity
of needs
demands an exit of
capitalist
production from
NEW PRODUCTS
the ‘factory’, and its
return to a plenty of
NEW BUSINESS MODELS
‘laboratories’
within the
society, searching for
PRODUCT-SERVICEcustomised
artisanship,
INNOVATION
service,
ties with
historical-cultural and
NEW CUSTOMER
environmental
sources of
CENTRED INNOVATION
peculiar experiences”
(G.Becattini)
GREEN ECONOMY AND SOCIETY

Beyond cyber-physical spaces

Industry 4.0+

INTRODUCTION TO CHALLENGES 3
The understanding of the
alternative demands an
expanded definition of
Industry 4.0 potentialities

Industry 4.0+
NEW MARKETS

NEW BUSINESS MODELS

PRODUCT-SERVICE
INNOVATION

[L. De Propris]
MAKERS - Smart Manufacturing for EU growth
and prosperity is a project funded by the
Horizon 2020-MSCA- RISE - Grant agreement
number 691192.

NEW CUSTOMER
CENTRED INNOVATION

INCLUSIVE GROWTH

NEW PRODUCTS

GREEN ECONOMY AND SOCIETY

Beyond cyber-physical spaces

Place-sensitive industrial policies 4.0
Industry 4.0+ solutions enter the models of value creation and
redistribution of territories
Opening opportunities for a new centrality of manufacturing
specialisations, in local productive systems of old or postindustrialized regions and countries: but they also meet high risks
related to deep conflicts and difficulties.
Consider two sides of such topics
- Looking at how socio and economic actors create value and
experiment new models of value redistribution, great challenges
(each one combining opportunities and risks) can be identified
- Appropriate public, collective and private strategies at different
levels are needed to coordinate change, provide management of
related risks, help directly and indirectly a new wave of investments
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LPS and INDUSTRIAL DISTRICTS 1
Industry 4.0+ makes room also for understanding opportunities for
millions of SMEs populating the European economies;
Role of small firms as innovators, though constrained by uncertain
market channels, difficult access to finance, restricted pool of
internal skills;
In particular, (partially) independent from command and control of
oligopolistic concentrations of technological and economic power:

local productive systems of specialized SMEs or also hybrid
forms of local systems where the main industries are clusters of
branches of large firms and populations of SMEs
related regional innovation systems to support
entrepreneurship, trust, investment in human capital and learning,
creative combinations, various specific public goods
→ an important model: Industrial Districts
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LPS and INDUSTRIAL DISTRICTS 2
Many cases of IDs: e.g. also today Stock-on Trent and its main
specialization in ceramic tableware (Tomlinson and Branston, 2014;
Bellandi, De Propris, and Santini, 2018).
An ideal typical definition of structure and processes of IDs (Becattini, 2004):
1) An evolving polycentric structure of sub-sectors within
and around a main localized industry (specialization);
Endogen
eity

Specialis
ation
Decentralisation

2) A population of changing SMEs, not
dominated by big firms, which
articulate the local division of labour
in relation to the extent of end
markets (de-centralization);
3) A community of people in the place,
and related social and political
institutions, driving the strengthening
and renewal of both the local
manufacturing specialization and the
population of SMEs (endogeneity).
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LPS and INDUSTRIAL DISTRICTS 3

The ID as a species hosting various forms

First generation
Industrial districts
as the first-comers
of industrial
revolution

Second generation
Their re-emergence
within the
industrialized
countries after the
golden age of mass
production

Third generation
New or renewed
districts at the
beginning of the
21st century under
digital and
globalization
challenges

[Bellandi and De Propris, 2015, 2017]
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An Italian case: The yachting productive system of Viareggio
(Tuscany)
The possible interplay of traditional industries and Industry
4.0 technologies in relation to new interdependencies in
manufacturing and alternative models of labour
The importance of cultural heritage: Production of small boats
in Viareggio (a marine Tuscany town on the Tirreno sea,
nearby Lucca, Pisa and Leghorn) started with shipbuilding for
fishing and commerce in the XV century, seeding a tradition
of boats for individual use.
In the 1950s: production of recreational boats and ships
started to become dominant in Viareggio and in the area
around it, together with the development of an important
seaside local touristic system
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Local
productive
systems in
Tuscany (Italy)
Fashion
Paper
Marble

Yacht Building
Interior Design
ICT
Life Sciences & Med Tech
New Materials
Power technologies
Railway Systems

Food & cultural goods
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The yachting system today
• Viareggio luxury mega-yachts over 50 meters (25% of world
production, IRPET data)
• Production of luxury yachts = are very complex recreational ‘objects’,
with a highly demanding but price-inelastic demand from very wealthy
people
• ‘Construction’ engaging large number of highly specialised suppliers
(70), taking care of the inclusion of recreational and functional
characteristics and gadgets, coordinated by the shipyards
• Combining high design, artisanship, and a number of frontier
technologies and gadget, looking for beauty, gorgeous recreational
characteristic, and top functionality
• Tech: remote controlled moving platforms, touch-screen controlled
ambient menu selections, new materials, GPS, big data, domotics, and
mechatronics engineering, etc.
MAKERS - Smart Manufacturing for EU growth
and prosperity is a project funded by the
Horizon 2020-MSCA- RISE - Grant agreement
number 691192.

The yachting system today
• Viareggio luxury mega-yachts over 50 meters (25% of world
production, IRPET data)
• Production of luxury yachts = are very complex recreational ‘objects’,
with a highly demanding but price-inelastic demand from very wealthy
people
• ‘Construction’ engaging large number of highly specialised suppliers
(70), taking care of the inclusion of recreational and functional
characteristics and gadgets, coordinated by the shipyards

• Combining beauty with a number of frontier technologies, in particular
digital ones, also for recreational and functional characteristics and
gadget; high design + frontier technologies (incl. digital ones, from
remote controlled moving platforms to touch-screen controlled ambient
menu selections, new materials, GPS, big data, domotics and
mechatronics engineering)
MAKERS - Smart Manufacturing for EU growth
and prosperity is a project funded by the
Horizon 2020-MSCA- RISE - Grant agreement
number 691192.

2017 – Tuscany figures on the
production of yachts
Yachting value chain

Service providers
Training, Publications, Marketing, Legal,
Insurance
Finance

1,53 Bn euro turnover (45% Italian
total)
2.900 firms (26% Italian total)
15.000 employees within the sector
(36% Italian total)
5,6 employees per firm
201 firms on port services
Ship Yard

Trade fairs
Events, Brokering with ship-owners to
obtain orders

Design

Building
Refit
Repair
Maintenance

Sale services
After sale

Maritime services – boatmarina services

Suppliers of components for interior
and exterior

[L. De Propris]

MAKERS - Smart Manufacturing for EU growth
and prosperity is a project funded by the
Horizon 2020-MSCA- RISE - Grant agreement
number 691192.
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The yachting system today
Co-location enables close collaborations across
suppliers and between the suppliers and the ‘shipyard’
– all working together towards building a unique product
The constellation of suppliers changes according to the
specific project, i.e. for every single yacht
The local economy is not only dense of competences
with a transversal supply system, but its transactions
are facilitated by trust, social capital, and cognitive
proximity.
Combination of artisanal and technological knowledge
key to attract the demand of price-inelastic products

MAKERS - Smart Manufacturing for EU growth
and prosperity is a project funded by the
Horizon 2020-MSCA- RISE - Grant agreement
number 691192.
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The yachting system today
Innovation: firms’ driven but the adoption of some
technologies (transversal adoption from other
industries) customer driven
Shipbuilding companies, some of them quite large
Italian based multinational groups, constantly abreast
with the latest technologies applied in the nautical
sector across other market segments
Business driven innovation expands along the value
chain thanks to the specialised suppliers who constantly
experiment with new materials, processes, components
and products, and work both for more than one
shipbuilding company and on many yacht projects

MAKERS - Smart Manufacturing for EU growth
and prosperity is a project funded by the
Horizon 2020-MSCA- RISE - Grant agreement
number 691192.
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CHALLENGES

A new centrality of manufacturing between the third and the
fourth industrial revolution?
Socio-technical challenges related to possible paths of
manufacturing renaissance in local productive systems
characterized by populations of specialized SMEs:
1) New units of production
2) Landscapes of labour between displacement and new
makers
3) Territorial servitization
4) Risks of new global oligopolies and opportunities of digital
participation
Relation with Mark 3 IDs.

marco.bellandi@unifi.it
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Challenges for manufacturing renaissance in local
productive systems and industry 4.0+
Value creation
Economic Actors

Smart factory and neo- Global oligopolies
fordist automation
Interdependencies
around smart micromanufacturing

Societal Actors

Value redistribution

Digital divides

Digital participation
and distributed service
provision
Skill polarisation

Quadruple-helix

Source: elaboration by M.Bellandi,
L.De Propris, E.Santini (2019)

MAKERS - Smart Manufacturing for EU growth
and prosperity is a project funded by the
Horizon 2020-MSCA- RISE - Grant agreement
number 691192.

Makers and smart
skills
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CHALLENGE 1
New unit of production related to an enduring importance
of local manufacturing specializations
the use of sensors, actuators, and data communication technology
built into physical objects enable tracking, coordination, or
controlling of machines within networks
“Smart networked micro-manufacturing” SNMM:
 efficient size of production scaling-down
 international networks of designers, customers and suppliers,
accessed by specialised small firms
 localised pools of SNMM producers may command a
competitive advantage on large firms or on isolated small
producers
 this depends on the strength of positive solutions related to the
next factors
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CHALLENGE 1 bis
The growing interrelation between smart manufacturing
and digital services
Not only borders of manufacturing and services are blurring, but
local productive systems specialized in manufacturing evolve in
product-service systems
Territorial Servitization:
 spawning of new nuclei of know-how and KIBS within the
local system around the manufacturing core
 need of appropriate governance of new classes of local
transaction costs related to the increasing density of sharable,
ambiguous and immaterial characteristics in product-service
exchanges
 RISKS: without a revamped support in terms of institutional
solutions and entrepreneurial drive, territorial servitization
may be really weak
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Digitalisation
servitisation

suppliers
buyers

Smart
manufacturing
[L. De Propris]

Consumers/users

MAKERS - Smart Manufacturing for EU growth
and prosperity is a project funded by the
Horizon 2020-MSCA- RISE - Grant agreement
number 691192.
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CHALLENGE 2
Risks of oligopolistic exploitation squeezing returns in
productive systems of SMEs
Vertical relations between local SMEs and large oligopolistic
national/international platforms of digital based services of trade,
finance, advertising, labour selection and training, ERP &
relationship management, collaborative knowledge and
innovation networks, etc.
Risks expanded when large digital platforms run by MNEs for
managing their international value chains give them a crucial
market power with respect to local SMEs trying to insert
proactively within the same value-chains
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CHALLENGE 2 bis

Risks of oligopolistic exploitation squeezing returns in
productive systems of SMEs
Local counter-balancing power needed (together with national
and super-national anti-trust action):
 Strong “territorial servitization” impinging also on crossboundary relations with big-scale providers/traders/MNE
 Digital tech empowering more inclusive models of innovation
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CHALLENGE 3
Landscapes of labour between displacement and new
makers
Key words of the current work transformation seem to be
flexibility, variety, short-term, and long-distance. Need of constant
retraining. But also need of an alternative to the dominant
models of Industry 4.0 where decisive source of progress and
organization is knowledge developed and/or controlled by
restricted élites
“New makers”:
 operative well-trained skills still crucial in key phases such as
matching of materials of variable quality and multi-purpose
tools (I.40 as well), quality control etc.
 technologies complementary to professional/creative
processes that meet customer-specific demand in more
complex ways and expand smart micro-manufacturing
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CHALLENGES 4
Quadruple helix models of integrated productive development and
innovation:
 University (engaged developmental universities)
 Government (local/regional autonomous-embedded, nonseparated nor captured by oligarchies)
 Business (local productive systems of SMEs plus anchored
MNEs under non predatory incentives)
 Civic society (new interpretation of local heritage and local life
experiences) and non-local social networks intersecting local
nodes (supporting local participatory actions; strengthening
relations with emerging needs of common goods for a
sustainable life around the world)
Difficulties of alignment, needs of new disciplines helped by
digital tech
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The yachting system and the four socio-technical
challenges
Possibility of a “micro-manufacturing” model where the
absorption of new digital-led technologies is compatible
with a large and crucial presence of small manufacturers
within a local productive system, even if large shipyards
have a driving role (Ch1, Ch4)
Such technologies do not replace nor control ‘manual’
skills top-down. Instead, complementary to a professional
and creative process that meets highly customized
demand in very complex and variable ways (Ch2)
Peculiarity of the sector (top expensive luxury and unique
goods): barrier to generalizations?
However, Industries 4.0 and the like goes precisely
towards personalized products built around a network of
skills and creative sources including also the consumer,
and extending to less expensive products (Ch3)
MAKERS - Smart Manufacturing for EU growth
and prosperity is a project funded by the
Horizon 2020-MSCA- RISE - Grant agreement
number 691192.
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POLICIES 1

Policies I4.0 for sustainable growth and prosperity
If we accept organizational and technological variety as a meaningful
field of discussion and initiative, a further question arises:
Are different solutions just natural outcomes of market games ?
or
Does each solution combine also with sets of appropriate policies ?
In particular
What features should policies I4.0 consistent with virtuous circles
have: place-based, place-blind, or multi-scalar ?

MAKERS - Smart Manufacturing for EU growth
and prosperity is a project funded by the
Horizon 2020-MSCA- RISE - Grant agreement
number 691192.
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Place-based integrated industrial policies in the age of
I4.0 - 1
Territorial nature
Place-based: public goods specific to interactions and
collaborations within local constellation of actors; aspiring to support
SNMM, skill spread, TS, local counterbalancing
Place blind: new industries and related public goods have at least a
national basis and surely a global reach, those of NIS and GIN,
given the wide digital-led pervasiveness of the current fourth wave
Multi-scalar: virtuous circles develop combining new and traditional
industries and would be strengthened by support of public goods
coordinated across local/regional, national, and international scales;
the renewed roles of cities under a vision of territorial collaboration
and solidarity
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Place-based integrated industrial policies in the age of
I4.0 - 2
Processes of implementation in place-based and
multi-scalar industrial policies 4.0
o Evolving balances of public and private agency

o Leadership and participation
o Social and business targets
o Learning by interacting, learning by monitoring and
evaluating practiced deliberately along such evolving
equilibria, in order to align stakeholders’ interests on
common development and experimental projects for
sustainable growth

o Evidence-based tools exploiting various types of digital
technologies could help design and implement projects
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Place-based integrated industrial policies in the age of
I4.0 - 3
Public goods specific to the transition
o Multi-discipline approaches: needed because of the
transverse nature of industry 4.0 technologies and their
intersection with the current societal and environmental
challenges
o Openness of technological platforms: reducing local rents
built on obsolete techno-organisational equilibria, as well as
sheltering the local system from new large-scale
oligopolistic power
o Networking business culture among SMEs: supporting both
product-service network projects and innovative startups/academic spin-offs in new specialisations as a basis for
developing a larger variety of related sectors
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Place-based integrated industrial policies in the age of
I4.0 - 4
Multi-organisational engagement
o Path-breaking SMEs: adopting smart micro-manufacturing,
developing smart connectivity services, characterized by
high intensity of qualified professionals, and creative people
o Medium and large firms supporting the constitution of open
innovation platforms
o Utilities, co-working spaces, and social enterprises: involved
under quadruple helix constellations in the provision of local
public services

o Agencies for knowledge transfer and social innovation:
helping political and business leaderships
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Place-based integrated industrial policies in the age of
I4.0 – 5 & CHALLENGE 4
Quadruple helix models of integrated productive development
and innovation:
 University (engaged developmental universities)
 Government (local/regional autonomous-embedded, nonseparated nor captured by oligarchies)
 Business (local productive systems of SMEs plus anchored
MNEs under non predatory incentives)
 Civic society (new interpretation of local heritage and local life
experiences) and non-local social networks intersecting local
nodes (supporting local participatory actions; strengthening
relations with emerging needs of common goods for a
sustainable life around the world)
Difficulties of alignment, needs of new disciplines helped by
digital tech: big and small data evidence based projects and
learning on monitoring & multi level support
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Place-based integrated industrial policies in the age of
I4.0 - 6
In summary, three classes of general building principles, related to the actor,
sector, and territorial targets of new public goods, and to the necessity to face the
disruptive nature of the technological tendencies discussed above (Butera, 2017;
Bianchi and Labory, 2018).
 The sets of beneficiaries of funds and access to services should reflect and
amplify the heterogeneous composition of quadruple helix constellations
suggested in sub-section 4.3, according to targeting strategies that respond to
specific contextual compositions of levers and bottlenecks (Andreoni, 2017).
 Supporting multi-disciplinary approaches and learning by monitoring within
technological collaborations and platforms should be imperative as well, given
the transverse nature of the new technologies and their intersection with the
current societal and environmental challenges (Sabel and Zeitlin, 2004).
 A multi-territorial coordination of policies is more necessary than ever. The
local level is still fundamental, but also more intertwined with dynamics that
take place on larger territorial scales of interaction across different local
systems. Both localism and place-blind approaches should be avoided
(Iammarino et al., 2019).
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 1

I4.0+ and IDs Mark 3
Adapted disciplines of monitoring and joint-projecting

Sector mix and open innovation

Anchor of medium & large firms

Science tech & artisan knowledge

Trans-local scale of collaborations

Education, training & interdisciplinary combination of knowledge bases

[L. De Propris]

MAKERS - Smart Manufacturing for EU growth
and prosperity is a project funded by the
Horizon 2020-MSCA- RISE - Grant agreement
number 691192.

CONCLUDING REMARKS 2

Defend the local productive chorality
• Understand and accept that new dynamic competitive
advantages run along a continuum of value creating
functions between Manufacturing and Services pushed
by digital technologies and pulled by various societal
challenges
• But, also, adopt and adapt new technologies faithfully to
an authentic productive core based on re-interpretation of
cultural heritage and life experiences of communities
(Becattini, 2015)
• Place matters and co-location matters again, and paths
of transition and transformation are needed, involving
also new social solutions that may be supported by
digital technologies
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